How to store and maintain your
equipment if you need to
temporarily close your practice
due to COVID 19.

Equipment
Vacuum Lines
Mojave Dry Vacuum
Mojave LT3
AirStar / AirStar NEO
VacStar / VacStar NEO
STS Dry Vacuum
Remote Water Control Valve

Vacuum Lines
a. Begin by running Clean Stream through the operatory
furthest from your utility room (click link to watch
instructional video https://youtu.be/rFO-Kn08JYk)
b. Move to the next furthest and repeat
c. Continue this process until all of your operatories have
had their lines cleaned.
d. Open an HVE in the operatory furthest from the
equipment room (the one that was flushed in the first
step) and allow the vacuum to run for 15 minutes. This
will ensure that excess effluent is flushed from the lines.
e. You may now begin shutting down your equipment.

Mojave Dry Vacuum
a. Leave the unit connected to main power. Unit should be
turned off at the low voltage remote control switch.
*Note the Mojave has a maintenance cycle that prevents
the impeller from seizing up. The unit has to remain
powered for this to happen.
b. Water supply (for tank wash-out) should be turned off.
This will remove the possibility of leaks.

Mojave LT3
a. Turn off low voltage remote control switch. Unit must
remain connected to power supply for maintenance
cycle *see above.

VacStar / VacStar NEO
a. Turn off water supply. Turn off main breaker.
b. Replace or rinse out the solids collector. While not
necessary this will help to prevent any odors building up in
the equipment room during your shut down.

AirStar / AirStar NEO
a. Turn off remote switch or disconnect from main power.

STS Dry Vac
a. Can shut off remote switch or disconnect from power.
Please shut off water supply for tank washout.

Remote Water Control Valve
a.Turn off valve from main water supply. Turn off
remote switch.

Digital
AT2000 XR
PeriPro
ScanX
ProVecta S-Pan
ProVecta HD

AT2000 XR
a. All Chemistry should be drained. Unit should have a
quarterly maintenance performed, i.e. clean rollers and
tanks as prescribed. Water supply to wash tank should be
shut off.

PeriPro
a. See above. Perform quarterly maintenance.

ScanX
a. Simply turn the unit off. Employ a dustcover. “This could be
as simple as putting a pillow case or garbage can liner
over the unit”

ProVecta S-Pan
a. Turn off and unplug from wall. (Turn off circuit breaker
if hardwired)

ProVecta HD
a. Turn off and unplug from wall. (Turn off circuit breaker if
hardwired)

Merchandise
Monarch Line Cleaner

Monarch Line Cleaner
a. Flush lines as prescribed.
b. Rinse, dry and re-attach bottle (water bottles should not
be stored full. This can promote growth of bio material)
c. Run syringe and hand piece tubings until air come out.
This will ensure dry lines.
d. Remove bottle and store safely.

Questions?
Air Techniques' Technical
Support Experts
1- 800-AIR TECH(247-8324)

